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India-US relations have been described
as a defining partnership for the 21st
century. If we are to take advantage of
the relationship, India and US need to
work much harder to overcome the
c h a l l e n ge s a n d m a x i m i s e s t r a te g i c
convergences. In this paper, we suggest
certain steps.

Indrani Bagchi is Diplomatic Editor with The Times of India, where she reports and
analyses foreign policy issues for the newspaper. Indrani covers daily news on foreign
affairs in the foreign office, as well as interprets and analyzes global trends with an
Indian perspective. She writes news stories as well as opinion articles in The Times of
India news features, and a blog, “Globespotting”. The views expressed are her own.
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Summary

T

his paper looks at the current state of play

which calls for some serious introspection on how to

between India and US and makes some

move forward, if not together, but at least without

recommendations for the short and medium term.

stepping on toes.

From being on opposite sides of the fence during the

In the areas of trade and economic activity, India

Cold War, India and US have metamorphosed to

has a lot of catching up to do. But equally, the US

being a “defining partnership of the 21st century.”

should take a more strategic view of the relationship

While that may not be heavy mantle to bear, both

and give India some of the space it needs as it works on

countries have to make some significant strategic

its unique demands in the path to its economic

space for each other if this partnership is to move

development.
But the India-US relationship is a bigger canvas,

from success to significance.
There are areas where Indian and US interests are a

going far beyond geopolitics. Its about two democratic

close fit, as in Southeast and East Asia, and in the

societies, with similar foundational values that endure.

Indian Ocean. There are others where India and US

The soul of the relationship lies in the value both

remain far apart, and notwithstanding over a decade of

countries place in their peoples, innovators and the

communication, those gaps have remained. These are

persuasiveness of soft power. That will always be the

mainly in the spheres of Af-Pak and Middle East,

fuel for the relationship going forward.
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INDIA-US
Beyond The Horizon

INTRODUCTION
“The promise and potential of this relationship
has never been in doubt. This is a natural
global partnership. It has become even more
relevant in the digital age. It is needed even

S

of the century, the India-US

relationship has received a special impetus by

successive Indian governments that turned history and
the reigning foreign policy narrative of non-alignment
around by teaming up with the US.

more in our world of far-reaching changes and
widespread turmoil.

INCE THE TURN

Atal Bihari Vajpayee put the term “natural allies”
into the bilateral lexicon. When US president Bill

The success of this partnership is important

Clinton summoned Nawaz Sharif on July 4, 1999, to

for our progress and for advancing peace,

ask him to withdraw Pakistani troops from Kargil, he

stability and prosperity around the world.
From the turn of this century, we have begun

opened a door for two countries with a problematic
past and prickly present to walk into a future whose
promise seemed more real.

transforming our relationship. But, we have to
convert a good start into lasting progress.
This requires translating our vision into
sustained action and concrete achievements.”

The Cold War, which kept India and US on
opposite ends, has taken decades to overcome on
both sides. Notwithstanding, the turnaround in IndiaUS relations would have to rank as one of the most
significant in recent history. The US has climbed

— Prime Minister, Narendra Modi at a joint press meeting
with US President Barack Obama January 25, 2015.

steadily to become one of India’s top defense partners
and suppliers, which is extraordinary, given the 50-year
history of India sourcing its defense requirements from
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Russia. More than 100,000 Indian students travel

Through governments with different political

abroad to study in US universities. India Inc is investing

persuasions in India, or US, the investment in the

more and more in the US and US FDI into India has

bilateral relationship has been enthusiastically pursued,

climbed steadily.

despite hurdles that have often crept in. India is

Ironically, it was after the nuclear tests by India in

specially attractive to the US as it seeks to rebalance to

1998 that the India-US relationship actually moved

Asia. For India too, the US is an important partner as

forward with Jaswant Singh and Strobe Talbott

India confronts the immediate threats from Pakistan

beginning the first conversation that looked deeply into

and the long-term challenge of China, but also as India

the strategic doctrines of both countries. The Next

steps out into the world with the ambition to become a

Steps in Strategic Partnership (NSSP) was the

“leading power”.

precursor to the 2005 nuclear agreement signed
between Manmohan Singh and George Bush. This deal

ööö

was not only about allowing foreign nuclear reactors in
India, it chipped away at the wall of technology denial
regimes against India that would have seriously
impacted India’s growth in many areas of economic
and strategic endeavour.
In 2014, when Manmohan Singh was asked to count

MODI-OBAMA

T

HE RATIONALE OF USING

the India-US

relationship to further a domestic agenda has

his greatest achievement as PM for a decade, he replied

dominated Narendra Modi’s outreach. Modi’s more

unhesitatingly, “the Indo-US nuclear deal.” It was the

flamboyant style had a strong personal note in it.

only thing for which Singh put his job on the line. In

Having been denied a US visa for over a decade,

2005, when Singh stepped out with former US

everybody expected the India-US relationship, which

president George Bush to commit India to a civil

since 2010 had become, in Bob Blackwill’s words, “flat

nuclear agreement, separate India's civil and strategic

as a chapatti” would remain that way. Modi surprised

nuclear programs and strike at an international

everyone, particularly his own party, with the alacrity

architecture which had India as its prime target, he

with which he accepted US president Barack Obama’s

rode out the criticism from within his government and

invitation to visit Washington.

out, of “selling out” to the US. Returning from

If it was George Bush’s vision that guided the

Washington DC after signing the agreement in July

difficult birth of the nuclear deal, its Modi's

2005, he told accompanying journalists, “the nuclear

indefatigable energy that breathed life into a tired

deal will be as transformative for India as the economic

relationship with the Obama administration in its

reforms of 1991.”

waning years. From a glitzy reception at Madison

By 2015, India and US had renewed the 2005 defense

Square Garden, Modi led a tsunami of engagements

framework agreement for another 10 years and opened

with US business, political leaders, lobby groups and

the door to “common defense platforms”. In an important

diaspora with one message – India had reopened for

initiative, India and US also signed a Joint Strategic

business.
It was after the first dinner between Narendra Modi

Vision for Asia Pacific and Indian Ocean Region, which
highlighted the growing strategic convergences.

and Barack Obama on September 29, 2014, that the
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Indian side received a call from the White House. The

technology and finance for India’s infrastructure and

president, they said, wanted to go with Modi to visit

manufacturing ambitions, and third, to find the means to

the Martin Luther King memorial the next day. Modi

resolve legacy problems in trade and taxation, regulatory

rode “The Beast” with Obama and wrote a new chapter

hurdles, IPR, compulsory licensing, and nuclear liability

in bilateral ties. In the next four months, Modi and

that bedeviled the relationship.

Obama would meet in Australia and Myanmar where

Modi also needed to ‘talk up’ India to attract foreign

Modi invited Obama to be chief guest for India's

investment, essential to lift the Indian economy from

Republic Day. Obama was the first US president to

the doldrums, particularly since domestic investment

watch the unique display of hard and soft power on

remains at a low point.
The past couple of years has seen a turnaround in the

Rajpath, January 26, 2015.
Modi’s first visit to the US was tightly scripted.

India-US sentiment. The recent visit by US defense

Modi put his shoulder to the wheel to turn US policy

secretary Ashton Carter shows the distance both sides

to align itself to India’s domestic transformation and its

have traveled. For the first time, India and US have

global aspirations. This explains why the 2014 joint

begun negotiations on agreements that will formalize

statement bears such a strong stamp of the prime

interoperability between Indian and US defense

minister himself.

structures, which was unthinkable until now.

Modi’s primary intention was to inject energy into

However, those may be among the last deliverables

the India story and to turn that narrative around. This

in the bilateral relationship as the Obama administration

was clear from his mammoth itinerary that included

enters its lame-duck phase. India will be in a ‘holding

Republican leaders Chris Christie and Nikki Haley to

pattern’ with the US until a new president finds

Hillary Clinton; a rash of Congressmen and Senators;

her/his feet in a new administration, which is unlikely

Indian diaspora leaders, Jewish community, business

to be before mid-2017. It's important to India to

leaders and the Obama administration.

maintain the momentum on work areas, which are easy

Indian officials worked on three main “deliverables”
during that visit. Modi was going to be in the US for

pickings for the Obama administration and can move
Indian interests forward.

the first time in a decade burdened with “pariah”

India should be able to sign a commercial contract

baggage. That image needed to change, successfully

with US nuclear giant, Westinghouse in the coming

done through the Madison Square Garden and Central

months – the two sides have moved far enough in their

Park events.

negotiations for the agreement for six reactors, with both

Modi’s economic wish list was never going to be

sides having squared the nuclear liability circle. That will

fulfilled by the US government, but it was important to

bring closure to the nuclear file, which, in a decade

strengthen the India-US relationship especially with

tested the bilateral relationship, at times severely.

Modi at the helm. “Modi understands politics more than

India and US together can sprint through the last lap

any other Indian leader,” said an official. They saw the

towards an MTCR and NSG membership for India.

meeting with Obama as important for the following

The former may be easier, but both sides have to

reasons – first, to instill confidence with US allies in Asia,

overcome a sizeable China hurdle for the latter.

like Japan (despite Modi enjoying a strong personal
relationship with Shinzo Abe); second, accessing US

ööö
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STRATEGIC

T

dried up all enthusiasm with the Obama administration.
The US made no secret of its economic troubles with
rationale for the India-

India – regulatory restrictions, retroactive taxation,

US relationship remains sound, the approach to

sudden changes in tax regimes, infrastructure

HOUGH THE STRATEGIC

bottlenecks, labour law restrictions, compulsory

the relationship needs to change.
Bill Clinton began the change towards looking at India

licensing problems, particularly Big Pharma, local

differently and drew it — ever so slowly — out of the

content requirements in India (in solar power

South Asia box. But it was George Bush who, when he

equipment) etc. Many Indians felt the US could have

said, “a force for stability and peace in one of the most

displayed some of that strategic accommodation.

strategically important regions in the world” endorsed a

Modi used his energy and enthusiasm to attempt to

country much before it was fashionable to describe the

set things back on course with the US. From the

India-US relationship as the “defining 21st century

beginning, Modi was clear that in the areas where

partnership.” It was, of course, much more than the

Indian and US strategic priorities converge India would

nuclear deal that drew India to Bush, though that helped.

have no hesitation in working with the US.

From asserting it was impossible to negotiate with

Indian and US interests converge most clearly in

terrorists to being brutally blunt about India’s chances of

eastern and southeastern Asia. As India looks eastwards

making it to the UNSC permanent membership, Bush

towards the Pacific and secures its strategic backyard in

looked beyond the horizon where India was concerned.

the Indian Ocean, its Look/Act East segues well with

That mattered — gave India the maneuvering space it

the US’ “pivot” to Asia. Early 2016, both sides worked

needed to make a difficult turnaround and promoted a

out a roadmap for implementation of the Joint

cherished sense of Indian “exceptionalism”.

Strategic Vision for Asia-Pacific and the Indian Ocean,

The India-Obama relationship was never going to

signed during President Barack Obama’s visit in

be based on the instinctive belief that George Bush

January 2015, which would include cooperating on

had in India or his friendship with Manmohan Singh.

maritime security and HADR issues, as well as building

Obama was more “pragmatic” — some said

ties with other partners like Japan and Australia.

“transactional” leader with a visible “what-have-you-

India and US worked together on climate change, a

done-for-me-lately” approach. It didn’t take long for

surprising partnership — the world got a successful

the G-2 (US-China) spectre to rise on the horizon or

climate change summit in Paris, Obama got a solid

US’ Af-Pak policy to have an impact on India. On the

presidential legacy in place; India secured pledges for the

Indian side, the last three years of the Manmohan

financing of its clean energy needs and got an image

Singh government had been hobbled by policy

makeover as a global problem-solver rather than a spoiler.

paralysis as a result of massive corruption scandals.

The bilateral defense relationship is in a very

An ill-conceived nuclear liability law in 2010 made it

different place today. India has opened up FDI in the

difficult for American companies to participate in the

defense sector, invited US defense companies to

Indian nuclear energy market and was seen as a

“make in India;” and the next big thing in the bilateral

betrayal in Washington.

relationship is the aircraft carrier project, where India

Persistent trade, taxation and IPR conflicts with the

will, for the first time build an aircraft carrier with US,

US along with a self-destructive nuclear liability law

rather than Russian help. US ambassador to India,
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Richard Verma, laying out the premise of US-India

countries to play the old balance of power games in

engagement said in February 2016: “We are engaged in

the continent. The contested commons in the South

cooperation here in India that is not only

China Sea, as China moves to make strategic real

unprecedented for this relationship but is qualitatively

estate out of uninhabited islands with runways and

different than those we share with any other country in

radars has added to the insecurity of the region as

the region, or the world. Here in India, we are focused

everybody rushes to arm themselves.

on helping Indian forces develop the capabilities and

The US’ decisions and actions will be a determining

platforms that will allow them to fulfill India’s stated

factor here. India and US have declared coordinated

goal of becoming a leading power in the region and

positions on freedom of navigation and overflight

beyond.

For the United States, this partnership is

especially in South China Seas. The “pivot” and

unique. There is no other country in the world that we

everyone’s East Asia policy will be tested after the

are supporting as an emerging global defense leader.”

verdict on Philippines’ lawsuit at the Permanent Court

India has become one of the biggest buyers of US

of Arbitration against China. There are several things

defense equipment and platforms — India’s strategic

India and US could do together, short of joint patrols

airlift capability is now overwhelmingly American.

on South China Sea, which would be difficult for India

Both countries are trudging towards the goal of US

to sign up to.

being a ‘trusted’ defense supplier, despite a fast-track

India and US should revive what used to be a fairly

cell being created in the Pentagon purely for India. The

successful dialogue on East Asia and China; India-US-

route to co-development and co-production is long and

Japan trilateral grouping should focus on building

hard — both for Indian bureaucracy and US companies.

regional connectivity as a geopolitical tool, India should

But a start has been made as US companies have

invite Singapore to join the dialogue. In addition, US

expressed interest in building fighter-jet engines in

should be more generous in helping countries like

India under the DTTI initiative.

Philippines and Vietnam, Indonesia and Malaysia build

India could consider putting together a ministry-

up defensive capabilities, making this among their

industry body to attract defense FDI — identify Indian

primary activities in this region. India should continue

strengths, Indian defense needs as well as possible third

its support to Japan as it works towards becoming a

country markets; hold hands of investors while they

more “normal” nation.

negotiate the Indian system of licenses and regulations,
help connect appropriate partners, etc.

Whether we like it or not, South China Sea is about
to become one of the most militarized regions in the
world. This cannot leave India untouched.

ööö

What is not yet resolved is this — as the US moves
towards a new presidency and the prevailing mood
turns inward-looking, US will have to decide whether

CHINA

T

how deeply they want to stay invested in these seas.
India should build a more flexible policy should the US
of course, China.

be tempted to go down the “G-2” path that Barack

China’s rise and its expansionist actions in

Obama flirted with in his first term. It’s a decision that

recent years have driven India and other Asian

is making countries in Asean more nervous than

HE DRAGON IN THE ROOM IS,
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AF-PAK

confronting a belligerent China.
There is a view that India should not involve itself
much in the South China Sea, but concentrate its
energies and capabilities in establishing maritime
dominance in the Indian Ocean region, and keep China

T

HE

AF-PAK REGION remains in a special and more

troublesome basket. Here the US and India don’t

just have tactical differences, there are fundamental

confined to the South China Sea. For the past couple

divergences. Often they impact Indian security interests.

of years, Indian ships have been making goodwill port

“The days are gone when we only deal with India as the

calls throughout Southeast Asia and the Indian Navy

other side of the Pakistan coin, or Pakistan as the other side

has declared, it would use all assets to protect Indian

of the India coin,” US defense secretary, Ash Carter in

interests in these contested waters. But India needs to

Washington before he left for India in early April. That is

think beyond tomorrow. China has declared its aim of

not how it appears in India, and this needs to be corrected

becoming a maritime power, including in the Indian

if the larger bilateral relationship has to succeed.

Ocean. India cannot but extend its reach beyond

The differences between India and US in the Af-Pak

Indian Ocean, both in the South China Sea as well as

region are too well known to bear recounting. It not

towards the Gulf of Aden in the west if it wants to be a

only impacts India-US interests but also brings in a

net security provider.

completely unnecessary hesitation about India working

What India could do is to reactivate the IONS

closely with the US.

platform – give it greater voice and more comprehensive

These are the known-knowns – US wants its troops out

presence. As the only security structure among navies,

of Afghanistan, but they have to show something

IONS should become India’s naval diplomatic arm in

resembling a victory. Several decisions flow from this –

Asia-Pacific and Indian Ocean and India should be the

Washington courts the Pak Army-ISI complex, by

driving force.

supplying them with more sophisticated weaponry and

India and US have an important task to restructure

platforms, leaving the already ineffectual civilian

the bilateral defense dialogue beyond PACOM, or

leadership adrift. The weapons and money incentive leads

rather beyond the ‘Hollywood-to-Bollywood’ territory.

the Pak Army to play two games simultaneously – pressure

India needs to engage both CENTCOM and

the Taliban to come to a negotiating table with the US,

AFRICOM at the very least, particularly as its own

China and Afghan government, even as they support the

reach extends in the south and west.

Taliban’s military advances in Afghanistan. It’s a vicious

One of the quiet successes in recent years has been a

circle that has added to the insecurity in Afghanistan and

greater coordination between US and India in India’s

made it impossible to secure any kind of peace. The US-

immediate neighborhood. From Myanmar, where India

induced Quadrilateral Coordination Group to spur talks

quietly but insistently worked on the US to change its

between Taliban and Afghan government has not taken off

aggressive posture and engage the junta to Sri Lanka,

because of its fundamental flaw – the Taliban have no

Bangladesh, Maldives and Nepal, India and US have

reason to come to the table. And their rest-recoup-rearm

played very well together in South Asia, often the US

bases remain intact in Pakistan.

reinforcing India’s actions or initiatives.

That has to change. The US should scale back its
support to the Pakistan army, which adversely affects

ööö

Afghanistan’s efforts to secure any kind of peace. India
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should continue the support to Afghanistan, and add to
the security assistance along with its development aid.
India and US had begun a conversation on Afghanistan,
but that lost its institutional structure. That should be
revived, and should include Afghanistan. The structure

NUCLEAR

I

NDIA SHOULD BE ABLE

to sign a commercial

contract with US nuclear giant, Westinghouse later

this year. The two sides have moved far enough in their

of these mini-laterals could involve regional powers like

negotiations for the agreement for six reactors. India

Iran, Russia and some of the Central Asian states, all of

has worked hard to square the nuclear liability circle —

whom would be impacted if the Taliban and Daesh-like

after signing an understanding with Obama in January

breakaway groups gain ascendancy in the country.

2015, India issued a set of FAQs to address questions

Within Pakistan, the overt US military support has

on the law, created an insurance pool to build a fund to

skewed the power balance, reducing Pakistan’s chances

meet liability needs of companies, finally ratified the

of achieving democracy. The Obama administration’s

Convention on Supplementary Compensation (CSC).

latest gambit of offering a nuclear “deal” to Pakistan –

NPCIL, as the primary operator, has taken out its first

to reduce Pakistan’s tactical nukes in return for an

premium, open the insurance pool to other suppliers. For

NSG membership is disingenuous in the extreme. This

the first time in 5 years, Indian domestic suppliers are

has the potential to blow up in everyone’s faces. In

working on supply contracts after the liability law. That

private conversations, US officials have said the offer

will bring closure to the nuclear file, which, in a decade

will remain on the table in some form or another.

tested the bilateral relationship, at times severely.

India believes the US seriously impacts its interests

India and US together can sprint through the last

by continuing to supply advanced military equipment

lap towards an MTCR and NSG membership for India.

to Pakistan, and by continuing to maintain equivalence

The former may be easier, but an India-Italy spat has

on nuclear issues, despite being possibly the only

put a spanner in the works. It's the NSG membership

country to fully appreciate the differences in the two

that will be tough. China has already placed a big

countries nuclear practices and defense doctrines.

hurdle in this respect, but India is keen to get the US to

The US needs to change tack on Pakistan. A deeper
conversation with India is necessary. At present, there is

put its shoulder to the wheel this summer before the
Obama administration enters its final lap.”

very little engagement between US and India on areas to
the west of India. There needs to be greater engagement

ööö

on the Middle East – there exists a West Asia dialogue,
which should be revived at a senior operational level.
Despite the discord, though, India and US have
worked successfully on terrorism and intelligence sharing,
which has reduced the Pakistan distrust somewhat. But
many layers can be added – the most important being
India’s need for greater training and capacity building
in homeland security, intelligence cooperation etc.

ECONOMY & TRADE

T

HE DEPTH OF

partnership that we witness in the

strategic sphere is not reflected in the economic

and trade relationship. While the economic relationship
is the ballast of the relationship – with the aim of
moving bilateral trade to $500 billion – it’s not all joy.

ööö

Despite converting the annual strategic dialogue into
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a strategic and commercial dialogue in 2015, India

Cisco, Microsoft and Tesla had announced sizeable

continues to have a perception problem in the US,

India investment decisions. According to the US-India

particularly with regard to its commitment to trade

Business Council, nearly 30 American companies have

and a deeper economic relationship.

invested over $15 billion during 2014-16.

The rapid organic growth in the US-India economic

Investments have done reasonably well in the past

relationship is testament to the actual synergies on

couple of years, powered both by a strong political

the ground. In 2015, U.S. exports of goods and services

push, depressed economic climate in other emerging

to India were $38.9 billion, up 3.2% from 2014, and

economies and an effort by the Modi government to

imports from India were $68.7 billion, up 3.7%

ease India’s notorious regulations and licenses regime.
India’s intention to join the global trading regime or

from 2014.
Prime Minister Modi’s most important outreach has

be a constructive player is constantly in doubt around

been to American business. This is easy to understand

the world, not least in the US. As the Obama

given Modi’s emphasis on reviving the economy. In his

administration goes into its last hours, India should

first visit to US, he met 11 companies together and six

make a substantive offer on a bilateral investment

CEOs individually. These were no accident. Indian

treaty. The Indian model BIT text failed to enthuse

officials had approached each one of these companies

anybody.

weeks in advance, and got from them a five-year

The India-US trade relationship continues to be the

perspective for India. During his second visit to the US

weakest link in the India-US evolving relationship. The

in 2015, Modi concentrated on more US corporate

US trade office maintains a virtually hostile attitude to

leaders, from Fortune 500 giants to pharmaceutical

India. India has its own grouse – visa restrictions for

companies who have been on the warpath with India –

tech workers, lack of social security totalization pact,

and the tech titans in Silicon Valley.

gas export restrictions, etc.

To help fast-track investments by US companies,

But India has to battle several things – first a proble-

India agreed to set up a one-stop investment platform,

matic international reputation of having obstructionist

which would clear US investments on a priority basis.

negotiating strategies; second, a domestic problem,

The platform, which would be led by a senior official in

because its difficult to build a political consensus on

the PMO, would be empowered to bring the relevant

freeing up trade, and third a severe lack of capacity.

ministries and state governments on board. A second

In 2014, Michael Froman, USTR, threw a trade

body, to be run jointly by the Indian finance ministry

missile at India with a Special 301 review on “the future

and US Treasury would work on funnelling US capital

of the innovative climate in India.” This, Indians felt, was

into India. The two sides agreed to set up a working

little short of a vendetta by Big Pharma for a single

group on bilateral intellectual property disputes.

compulsory license. India looks at it as a dynamic debate

Another high-level contact group would look at

between innovation and affordable health care, which

resolving liability and related issues that have stymied

Indians believe, is part of the debate in the US as well.
While India has sought to assure US business on

civil nuclear deals.
Between 2014 and 2015, US FDI into India jumped

compulsory licensing, India can highlight a successful

– at $2.2 billion in a year, it almost equaled the $2.4

alternative. Indian drugs manufacturer have worked

billion between 2011 and 2014. By 2016, Google,

successfully with Gilead Sciences which, in 2006,
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entered into voluntary licensing agreements with

plans to deal with this new reality. The US may itself

Indian pharma companies, granting them rights to

be tilting towards greater protectionism, at least if the

produce and sell high quality, low cost generic versions

election rhetoric of its main presidential candidates is

of Gilead medicines. This has gained traction and

anything to go by. India should not accept this, and

should be recognized as a way forward.

continue to push for greater open trading systems –

It’s important to recognize India’s role as a leading
global generics manufacturer, with a huge market in

whatever else, the past decade has amply demonstrated
India is a beneficiary in a more globalised world.
India, for the first time, expressed an interest in

US, and can contribute meaningfully to the big

joining APEC in the January 2015 India-US joint

healthcare debate in the US.
In the multilateral trading sphere, India has acquired

statement. A study by Asia Society Policy Institute

a reputation for being a free trade outlier even in the

reckons India will be a big beneficiary by joining APEC,

WTO. There are many despairing trade analysts who

since it will help India in harmonizing standards and

believe the US decision to create TPP had its roots in

regulations with global norms, but at a pace

India’s trade obstructionism. A section of the Indian

comfortable for India. India ideally wants to join APEC

government appears to believe that if India lowers

as soon as possible to make it an “important way

barriers to investment, and makes it easier for overseas

station” as finance minister Arun Jaitley describes it.
The US, in recent months, has turned distinctly cool

companies to set up shop in India, it doesn’t actually

to India’s overtures to joining APEC. An influential

need to address the free trade question.
One of the first points of dissent between India and

section in Washington’s trade policy community

US in the early months of the Modi government was on

believes India can only play the role of a spoiler in

the WTO trade facilitation agreement, where India

multilateral organizations, or just slow them down.

stayed as the sole opposition on the food security

Some have suggested India and US should first

question. India signed the trade facilitation agreement

negotiate a bilateral investment treaty (BIT) before

but only after wresting a concession on food security.

APEC membership can be considered. This is where

The problem was an unfortunate combination of poor

the US is being shortsighted, while some exercise some

trade negotiators in successive Indian governments and

of the strategic vision that informs the relationship. US

a western tendency to gloss over issues where they

should overcome its prejudices and support India’s

don't feel pressured.

APEC membership so the doors can open for India at

The commerce ministry feels India has been burnt

the forthcoming Peru summit.

by the FTAs signed earlier. India has signed 13 FTAs,

China is also planning to get into an expanded TPP

but negotiated them poorly – primarily due to the fact

in the coming years, either at the head of RCEP or by

that they were created on the basis of politics rather

itself. Separately, China is negotiating its own BIT

than economics, but equally because there is a serious

with the US. That will add a whole new layer to

lack of trade negotiating expertise in the Indian

global trade negotiations.
If India is not in the room, trade economists say,

government, or, for that matter, advanced data and

India could be looking at large scale trade and

studies on the requirements of the Indian economy.
With TPP looming large, it’s necessary for India to

investment diversion. It could be potentially damaging

have an honest conversation with itself about how it

to “Make in India”, or other economic revival
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initiatives. At this moment, India is out of talks for TPP,

Indian companies would have a bigger problem on

reluctant on RCEP, stalled on EU-India FTA and not

their hands, and frankly, they need to step up to the

yet started on a bilateral investment treaty with US.

table a lot more. They need to think of alternatives to

Therefore, speeding up negotiations on a BIT at the

H1-B , for instance, a fast-track to a ‘green card’.

very least would be in India’s interest. Simultaneously

In fact, this is a good reason for India to put more

India should work with the other members of APEC to

energy into negotiating a BIT with the US. India should

facilitate India’s entry – the US is unlikely to block

negotiate work visas quantum into the treaty, like many

India, but it won’t do any of the heavy lifting.

others have done. That will make it less volatile and

India needs to watch the lame-duck phase of the

less subject to the vagaries of US politics.

Obama administration more carefully. If the

While Indian investments have certainly increased in

administration can push the TPP through a clearly

the US, there are recurring complaints about Indian

reluctant Congress, the future of world trade would

companies’ inability to ramp up their profile in the states

look very different very quickly, and India’s subsequent

where they are present. Apart from publishing details of

actions will be important. The US is not expected to

the number of jobs they generate, Indian companies

play a very active role at the Lima summit of APEC.

should do more to immerse in local communities, reflect

India should take some proactive steps on trade

their concerns, engage in outreach activities so they are

diplomacy to enable Peru as the APEC chair to open up

not seen as outsiders there to take away local jobs and

membership for Colombia, Myanmar, and India.

resources.

About the best tool to overcome India’s trade and

India wants to negotiate a Totalization Agreement

economic outlook is for India to move up rapidly on the

with the US, which is not making much headway

Ease of Doing Business index. In the first year of the

either. (As per Industry estimates, Indian professionals

Modi government, India moved up 12 places. But that

have contributed more than US$ 25 billion to the US

needs to be faster and deeper, particularly with respect

Social Security during the last decade, without being

to regulatory regimes and tax structures. There are

able to retrieve their contributions.) Here, an approach

significant procedural reforms India can undertake. It

more on the lines of Alphonso-Mangoes-for-Harley-

should do so without delay.

Davidson approach might be more appropriate, that is,

In recent days, the Indian government has taken an
important step to address part of India’s bigger trade

to work out two unrelated deals together, more of a
win-win.

problem by creating a specialized cadre of trade
negotiators. That, by itself, is a big step forward towards

ööö

making more informed choices on trade pacts.
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley in April raised India’s
persistent concerns on the hike in visa fees in the H1-B
and L-1 categories with his counterparts in
Washington. With American politics becoming less
welcoming of foreign workers as well as free trade,

CLIMATE CHANGE

S

URPRISINGLY, THE

US

AND

INDIA have carved

out a constructive relationship on climate change.

India can expect this space to shrink further as it

The Paris climate change summit was an occasion for

becomes politically more difficult.

India to change the way the world sees it – from a
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should be thrust areas for India’s tech sector. This is where

spoiler to being part of the solution.
Several positive notes from India buttressed the

India should push the US for greater collaboration.

final agreement – its INDC was forward looking

In climate change areas, India and US have been able to

including the commitment to ramp up renewable

turn the discourse into a more positive thing, unlike in the

energy to 175 GW by 2020; establishment of an

economic and trade areas where the dislike is palpable.

international solar alliance and a commitment of $100
billion by developed states to finance developing states’

ööö

climate change programmes.
This should go forward, but India needs to take
control of the narrative and content of the climate
change partnership, so it doesn’t seem like India is
forever under US pressure on carbon emissions.
For instance, India should work with US to access

WHEN TOMORROW COMES

I

NDIANS AND

headline

AMERICANS are always looking for a

grabber

to

label

the

bilateral

relationship. One of the things to work on would be

technologies and expertise on some of the following:

India’s involvement in the International Space

more adaptation techniques particularly in the

Station (ISS), a step beyond the current project of

agriculture system. India ideally needs a second

working on a joint satellite to be launched from

agriculture revolution. Where the first one was based

India’s GSLV in 2021. This will be a whole new

on high yielding seeds and fertilizers, India has run

world for scientists and students who could send up

though that course.

experiments to ISS (many countries do this). It could

It now needs better technologies to produce more

be a big inspiration to STEM studies in India.

efficient crops; need to equip water structures to

India is no longer a shrinking violet in its own

become more resilient; need to invest more in seed

aspirations. As foreign secretary, S. Jaishankar clarified

research. More important, after the disaster in BT

in Singapore in 2015, the “transition in India is an

cotton management, we need expertise to build more

expression of greater self-confidence. Its foreign policy

secure regulatory structures where genetically

dimension is to aspire to be a leading power, rather

modified cash crops are introduced.

than just a balancing power. Consequently, there is also

US should help India build together institutions for

a willingness to shoulder greater global responsibilities.

seed research; build expertise to tackle water stress,

This was demonstrated recently in humanitarian

and protect Himalayan eco systems etc.

assistance and disaster relief operations in Yemen and

For climate change mitigation to actually take root,

Nepal. It is also reflected in our role in peace-keeping

US should help India ramp up capabilities in energy

and in keeping the maritime commons safe and secure.

storage, while India should find ways to attract private

And it is affirmed by India’s active participation in

investment into these activities. For India to actually

important global negotiations.”

take meaningful steps towards addressing climate

India wants America to appreciate the strategic

change, India should move towards electric and hybrid

reasons for looking beyond the immediate when it

cars and passenger vehicles. India needs to open up its

comes to dealing with India. That has happened only

markets for these.

when someone like a George Bush has dealt with India

Biotechnology, both in industry and agriculture

for the promise, rather than its present. India should
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learn to be a little more transactional in its approach to
the US, if it wants to achieve something in the
relationship. Such a change in India’s approach could
actually yield dividends instead of the traditional way
of looking at US, which is to bemoan the way US
short-changes India on its strategic partnership. In
many of these areas, India should drive the agenda,
particularly if US politics remain grid locked.
Going forward, it might fall upon India to coax
Indian and American policy to yield outcomes that
fulfill this objective.
ööö
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